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APEXconnect
Automated File Download Program for Radio

This software is designed to automatically download program materials from Radio program suppliers via... http, https, ftp, ftp/s, sftp
internet protocols While it is optimized for use with Arrakis APEX or Xtreme or Newwave radio automation software it can be used
with any third party automation system that can import audio files into its directory.
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QUICK START
If you feel like just jumping in and getting started. download and double-click on the ‘Install APEXconnect (date).exe’ installation file. The files will be installed at
‘C:\APEX. A shortcut will be placed on your desktop. Double click on the shortcut and APEXconnect will open. To demonstrate operation and simplify learning the
software, AC installs with several sample ftp and http download Events in the schedule. These files are on the Arrakis site so they may be actually downloaded to test
your system. Remove the sample files at any time.
If the software has been authorized, open with the default ‘1234' password. If AC has not been authorized it will run for 14 days and a password is not required. By
default, ‘AUTO OFF’ is enabled so automatic downloads will not occur.
To add or change events in the schedule, click on the EDIT DOWNLOAD EVENTS button. Enter data in the ‘Selected Download Event’ panel. When ready, click on
the ADD EVENT Button to save the event. You can test the download by clicking on the MANUAL DOWNLOAD button. Add all of your events. To change an event,
select it in the list, edit the event, and last click on the SAVE CHANGES button. You can test the download by clicking on the MANUAL DOWNLOAD button. Add all
of your events. If an event has been downloaded, you can ‘Browse and Play File’ to audition it on your Windows default sound card.
To start automatic downloads, click on the AUTO ON button. To stop automatic downloads click on the AUTO OFF button. Even if automatic downloads is off you can
manually force downloads with the MANUAL DOWNLOAD button. .
You are done. APEXconnect is this easy to use.
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INSTALLATION...

Supported PCs
APEXconnect should be installed on a current model Windows 10 PC, preferably PRO instead of HOME. If HOME is used, then
Windows updates will interrupt downloads. The CPU should be a minimum of an I3 (or equivalent) with a minimum of 8GB of RAM.
The ap uses only about 3% of system resources (even during download) and can be installed with the approval of Arrakis customer
service on the automation PC. It can also be installed on a dedicated PC on the same network as the automation PC but experience
shows that network problems and loading can interfere with service. A surge protected UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) is highly
recommended to protect against power irregularities for the PC, network, and internet components of the system.

Software Installation
APEXconnect (AC) is installed with an install file named ‘Install APEXconnect (date).exe’. Double click on the exe and the install is
automatic. A shortcut to AC will be placed on the dekstop. AC is installed to the ‘C:\APEX\APEXconnect’ directory. The ap is named
APEXconnect.exe. The ap should be given Administrator privileges. To do that go to ‘C:\APEX’ and right click on the
‘APEXconnect.exe’ icon. Go to Properties\Compatibility then check ‘Run this Progam as an Administrator’ and click OK. If this is not
done, Windows may pop up a message asking for manual approval for AC’s operation and interrupt service.

Internet access
The PC that AC resides on must have uninterrupted internet access. While WiFi might work, hard wired ethernet network access is
required.
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Help...
APEXconnect (AC) is very easy to use and learn.
A comment line at the bottom of the screen
displays the function of everything in AC when
you roll your mouse pointer over it. A detailed
explanation of how each panel works is displayed
when clicking on the green question mark [?]
buttons. The HELP menu item at the top of the
screen provides access to a text QUICK START
GUIDE and to this PDF electronic manual located
at the Arrakis website.

Customer support...
APEXconnect has email support
(support@arrakis-systems.com) and an
option for 30 minute phone training blocks at
a $50 cost per block.
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INSTALLATION...
General Setup...
Go to File\Setup\General...
1) Open Minimized when Start software
Check this box if the software is started in
the background on the On Air automation
PC.
2) Enter Hungup Reload Start Time in
Minutes (default = 10 minutes)
This should be the maximum time to
download your largest file. 10 minutes will
on average download a 40 minute audio
file in an MP3 compressed format.
Download time larger than this number
will assume the file download is locked up
and close and restart APEXconnect. The
automation will be restarted at the real
time and therefore will miss the file that
errored.
3) Turn Test mode on (at request of
Arrakis Customer support)
This enables special logging for use by
Arrakis engineering personnel.
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INSTALLATION...
Software Authorization...
APEXconnect software is stamped to a
single Windows PC. However, it will operate
with all features for up to 14 days on an
unauthorized PC during setup or in case the
authorized PC is being serviced. After 14
days of operation, when you close and
reopen the software it will message you and
then no longer download files. The process
for software authorization is found in the
‘File\Setup\Authorize Software’ submenu.
The authorization process requires the
customer to send Arrakis Automation
Customer Service the PC specific code
found in Setup. Arrakis will email you a
corresponding code that you enter into
Setup on the PC running the APEXconnect
software.
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george

How to Setup Email
To send an Error report email you must have
an SMTP Transactional email account with a
service provider. There are several free
services available such as
www.sendinblue.com which allows up to
6,000 emails a month without charge.
An SMTP service requires setup fields that
are provided by the Service provider for:
1) Server
2) User name
3) Password
4) Port number
Once entered, you need email addresses for:
1) From2) ToThe ‘To’ address can be for more than one
person by entering their email addresses with
a comma between them (ie
ed@gmail.com,jill@gmail.com)
The Email setup should be tested by clicking
on the ‘Test’ button. If successful you should
see a Windows message that will indicate
success and you will receive a Test email.

georgespassword

apexconnect@gmail.com
george@gmail.com
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View Schedule and Log Screen

Turn Auto downloads On and Off

HOW TO USE...
Easy, only 2 screens...
This program only has two screens: (1) a view
only Schedule and Log screen and (2) Edit
Download Events screen.
AC is simple and easy to use. It downloads individual
audio files such as News, Traffic, or Weather (not zip or
entire directories or emails). Multiple files can be set in the
schedule to download at the same time and AC will put
them into a download queue for sequential download. It
supports the * wildcard symbol for date specific filenames
in FTP, FTPS, and SFTP formats (not HTTP or HTTPS
formats which do not support directories). Files that are
downloaded will write over any previous file. Archiving files
can be done manually through Windows. Files should be
downloaded in an audio file format compatible with your
automation system. Nearly always .mp3. AC does not
perform audio file conversion.
The main opening screen displays the view only
‘Download Schedule’ , a one week schedule of downloads
that can be selected to just display the week, day, or hour.
It also displays the view only ‘Activity Log’ which displays a
one week log of operation and downloads.
AC operates based on individual download ‘Events’. Each
event has all of the information required for downloading a
file from a Program provider during the schedule week.
Events can be downloaded hourly, once a day, on any or
all days of the week. Events are created or edited in the
‘Selected Download Event’ panel. Each download is
assigned a cart number, title, text, and cart type as is used
in the Arrakis automation naming format. An example
filename would be ‘1000+Title+Text+N+.mp’ where ‘1000'
is the cart number and ‘N’ is the cart type for News. The
‘To Directory’ field can be to any folder to support any 3rd
party automation product that has import capabilities. For
Arrakis automation (Newwave, Xtreme or APEX) the files
can be downloaded to the Arrakis ‘Import Audio’ folder to
be imported into the Arrakis Newwave, Xtreme or APEX
automation library directory.
IMPORTANT... turn the ‘AUTO ON button ON to start
automated downloads.

Edit Download Events Screen
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IMPORTANT
By default Automated downloads is OFF. It
must be turned on to begin automated
downloading based on the schedule
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Turn Auto downloads On and Off

The Download Schedule
The schedule is view only. It displays all
events by hour and day for the week. You
can select a view for ALL, Current Day,
or Current Hour events.
The MANUAL DOWNLOADS button will
manually trigger the downloading of all
events for the current hour. Events
scheduled in the hour will still be
downloaded based on time even if they
have been Manually forced to download
earlier in the hour. This feature should be
used primarily for test or manual
operation.
The ABORT DOWNLOADS button will
stop all currently downloading events in
the queue and delete the events in the
download queue but not yet downloaded.
It will not stop any other downloads that
are scheduled for later in the hour.

The Activity Log
The log displays a list of all events: software opening, software closing, internet connection status,
download start, download complete, download errors, etc.
The Log is limited to 5000 events which is intended to be a week or more of logged events.
The Log is backed up with a dated copy each time you open the software. The backups are stored at
C:\APEX\APEXconnect\Backups\Log Backups
The Log itself is C:\APEX\APEXconnect\Logs\Log.txt
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IMPORTANT
By default Automated downloads is OFF. It
must be turned on to begin automated
downloading based on the schedule

Download Event List
The Download Event List is a list of all of
your scheduled downloads. Each event in
the list has all of the information required
to download that event and name and
save it to the desired audio library folder.
CREATING OR EDITING AN EVENT
To edit an Event, simply select the event
in the list and its data will be displayed in
the ‘Selected Download Event’ panel
below the list. In that panel you can create
new Events, modify old events, and delete
no longer needed events.
FILE LOCATION
The file storing the event list is
‘C:\APEX\APEXconnect\Downloadarray.di
g’
BACKUPS
The file is backed up to a dated backup
each time you open the software or click
on the SAVE BACKUP button. The
backups are saved to
C:\APEX\APEXconnect\Backups. An
example backup filename is =
Downloadarray (7-22-2020 11-42-26 PM)
.dig.
RESTORING A BACKUP
A backup can be manually restored by
renaming it to ‘Downloadarray.dig’ and
replacing the main file at
‘C:\APEX\APEXconnect\Downloadarray.di
g’.

Turn Auto downloads On and Off
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Selected Download Event
This panel is where all Events are created, edited, and deleted.
WHAT IS AN EVENT?
An Event is created for each specific file that you are downloading from a Programming service. As an example it might be ‘XYZ News.mp3'. This file might be
downloaded every hour and every day or just once on a specific day. The Event has all of the information required to (1) download it from the programming service,
(2) when to download it, (3) where to download it to, and (4) what to name it.
CREATING A NEW EVENT
To create a new event click on the CLEAR BOXES button. Enter all of the data required for the file. Lastly click on the ADD EVENT button. It will be automatically
saved.
EDITING AN EXISTING EVENT
Select an existing event in the list. The data will be displayed in the Selected Download Event panel. Edit (change) any data in the event. Lastly, click on the SAVE
CHANGES button.
DELETING AN EVENT
Select an event from the list. Click on the DELETE EVENT button. The event list is saved without the deleted event.
DELETING ALL EVENTS (STARTING OVER)
To start over and delete all events click on the DELETE ALL button. When you do this a dated backup is made of the list before the file is deleted.
COPYING AN EVENT
To copy an event (or create a modified version of an existing event), select an event from the list. Changed data as desired. IMPORTANT: change the
DESCRIPTION text box to create a unique description. Lastly, click on the SAVE CHANGES button.
BROWSE AND PLAY FILE
Click on this button to open a Find File box to play an audio file from the ‘To Directory’ library file path. This is a feature for testing the audio of a downloaded file.
MANUAL DOWNLOAD (TESTING YOUR EVENT)
Click on this button to manually trigger a download of this file. This is for manual downloading and for test purposes. All new Events should be Manually dowNloaded
to test the data in the fields. If an error is made, AC will attempt to perform the download for about 30 seconds and then message you that the download failed.
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EVENT FIELDS
DESCRIPTION (Max 30 characters)
The description must be unique (not duplicated) in the Event list. It should be used to describe the specific download. Example would be ‘XYZ Hourly News’.
FORMAT
The format is the type of download: (1) http:/, (2) https://, (3) ftp://, (4) sftp://. The format is defined by the Program provider. When you choose a format from the
dropdown box the event fields will adjust to reflect the data required for that format’s download. IMPORTANT: the format MUST match the format at the beginning of the
URL field.
URL
This is the complete path and name for the download file. It will be defined and provided by the program provider. IMPORTANT: the URL must include the format at the
start of the text box (example: ftp:// followed by the rest of the URL).
DATE SPECIFIC URLS WITH A WILDCARD
Some files may have an embedded date. As an example = ‘XYZ News 10-04-20.mp3'. Because the date changes regularly a specific URL will not work. APEXconnect
supports a ‘*’ wildcard in the filename for ‘ftp://’ and ‘sftp://’ formats. As an example = ‘XYZ News **-**-**.mp3'. In this case, APEX connect will choose the FIRST audio
file matching the filename with wildcards in the directory.
USERNAME
The user name is required for downloads that have security. Some formats such as http:// may or may not require a username and password. Refer to the program
provider for information.
PASSWORD
The password is required for downloads that have security. Some formats such as http:// may or may not require a username and password. Refer to the program
provider for information.
PORT
The port is specific to the format and the program providers server. Refer to the program provider for information. http:// doesnt require a port because it uses a default.
ftp has a default port = 21. sftp has a default port = 22.
FTP PASSIVE
Usually not checked. Refer to the program provider for information.
FTP USE SSL
Use SSL if the program provider is using FTP security. Refer to the program provider for information.
CART NUMBER
Enter up to an 8 character alphanumeric cart number. The downloaded file will have a filename of ‘cart number + title + text + type.ext’ (where .ext is the audio file
extension such as .mp3). Cart number will be used in APEX as the unique identifier for the audio file.
Note: click on the ‘CART#’ button to test the Library located at the ‘To Directory’ to message if the Cart# already exists.
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EVENT FIELDS (continued)
TITLE
Enter up to a 30 character alphanumeric title. The downloaded file will have a filename of ‘cart number + title + text + type.ext’ (where .ext is the audio file extension
such as .mp3). This title will be displayed as the audio file title in APEX.
TEXT
Enter up to a 30 character alphanumeric text line. The downloaded file will have a filename of ‘cart number + title + text + type.ext’ (where .ext is the audio file extension
such as .mp3). This textline will be displayed as the audio file text field in APEX.
TYPE
Enter a single character for the cart ‘type’. Such as ‘M’ for music, ‘N’ for news, etc. . The downloaded file will have a filename of ‘cart number + title + text + type.ext’
(where .ext is the audio file extension such as .mp3). This cart ‘type’ will be displayed as the audio file type field in APEX.
ACTION
Default is ‘Overwrite’ where the new download will overwrite the previous download.
TO DIRECTORY
This is the library filepath that the downloaded audio files are to be downloaded to. This is typically ‘C:\DHD\Import Audio’ for APEX.
DAY OF WEEK
Check the days that the file should be downloaded on. Click on the DAY OF WEEK button to select all 7 days.
HOURLY
Check this field if the file is to be download every hour. If this box is checked the ‘HH’ in the ‘HH:MM’ is ignored.
HH:MM
Enter the hour (HH) and minute (MM) that the download should be made. Note: ‘HH’ is ignored if the HOURLY box is checked.
DISABLE EVENT
Check this box if the event is NOT to be downloaded. This box can be changed when it is appropriate.
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Password Protection...
APEXconnect (AC) has basic password protection built in. To
simplify demo use, Passwords are only active when the software
has been Authorized on the PC. When the authorized software is
opened, the password box is displayed. The default password is
‘1234'. If you want a new password, go to ‘File\Create a New
Password’. If the mouse is not moved in 15 minutes, then the
password authorization will be withdrawn and a password must be
reentered. Passwords are intended to limit access so that random
users can not change important parameters.

Error Detection and Correction
1) APEXconnect features internal try count (default = 5), reconnect time, and timeout
parameters for the various formats as AC reaches out to make contact and download files
from Host sites.
2) If an APEXconnect download locks up during a download, it will close and restart
APEXconnect after a user programmed maximum download time. Default is 10 minutes
which is about a 45 minute MP3 file. Longer or shorter maximum times can be set in
File\Setup\General. The downloads will begin again at the actual restart time so the errored
downloads will be lost. If email is set up it will send an email informing station personnel of
the problem.
3) APEXconnect will test every minute and log when internet is lost and restored. If email is
set up it will send an email informing station personnel of the problem when internet is
reestablished.
4) APEXconnect operates within a program provider, worldwide internet, local network, and
Windows operating system environment, and can not guarantee every download due to
operational issues outside of its control.

Backups
All APEXconnect specific files are located at ‘C:\APEX\APEXconnect’.
The main schedule file is ‘C:\APEX\APEXconnect\Downloadarray.dig’.
Main schedule file backups can be created Manually but are automatically created each time you open the software.
The maximum number of schedule backups is limited to 50 to conserve memory.
Dated backups of the main schedule file are located at ‘C:\APEX\APEXconnect\Backups’. An example name is:
‘Downloadarray (7-22-2020 11-42-26 PM) .dig’.
Backups can be manually loaded if needed by renaming the backup to ‘C:\APEX\APEXconnect\Downloadarray.dig’.
Backups of the log are located at ‘C:\APEX\APEXconnect\Backups\Log Backups’ and are automatically created each time you
open the software. Log backups are also limited to a maximum of 50 to conserve memory.
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